Aerohive Channel Selection Protocol

This document introduces ACSP (Aerohive Channel Selection Protocol) and explains how it works.
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Aerohive Channel Selection Protocol
ACSP (Aerohive Channel Selection Protocol) controls dynamic radio channel and power management. ACSP
determines channels for wireless interfaces based on information about channel utilization, interference (Wi-Fi and
Non-Wi-Fi), frame errors, and client count. It uses information learned from what it can detect and what it receives
from neighboring APs within a hive.
Understanding how ACSP works will help you with designing and managing your Aerohive wireless deployment.

ACSP at Bootup
When ACSP is enabled, part of the AP bootup process includes the automatic selection of channels and Tx
(transmit) power levels for its radios. The AP selects its channels first and then its power levels. In fact, referring to this
as a "channel selection protocol" is a bit of a misnomer because it not only selects channels but also transmit power
levels.
During bootup, each AP determines the best channel and power level by itself. For radios in access mode, the AP
selects a channel with the lowest cost (explained later) on which to provide client access. For radios in backhaul
mode, the AP selects the channel of one of its neighbors that has a strong, clean signal.
Note: If you want your deployment to include some APs that have statically configured channels and Tx power
levels and other APs that dynamically determine them, it is helpful to deploy the APs with static settings first and
then deploy the ACSP-enabled APs later. By uploading the configuration in this order, you first establish the static
channels and power levels around which ACSP can determine suitable channels and power levels for the rest of
the APs.

Access Channel Selection during Bootup
Each radio scans its whole band, calculates the cost of each channel, and then selects a channel with the lowest
cost. Next, it listens to beacons on its selected channel from all RF devices in its area—that is, from all its hive and
non-hive neighbors—and recalculates the cost of its selection. At the same time, other neighboring hive members
are scanning, calculating, selecting channels, and listening to beacons from neighbors on their selected channels.
Eventually they settle on their individual selections and begin broadcasting beacons on their channels.
A radio progresses through four observable ACSP states (show acsp) during the channel selection process:
1.

Initialize A radio passes through this state when it starts the ACSP function.

2.

Scan The radio scans all channels in the entire band as determined
by the country code and regulatory domain it is in to accumulate
data to calculate channel cost. It then selects the channel with the
lowest cost. Cost considers the following factors:
•

Channel utilization - The radio takes into consideration the
channel utilization of all RF devices in the area.

•

CRC errors – The radio counts the CRC errors as a result of
corrupted frames caused by interference from all RF devices in
the area.

•

Interference – The AP only considers interference from its hive
neighbors on each channel and adjacent channels. CCI (cochannel interference) is given a greater weight than ACI
(adjacent channel interference). Furthermore, ACI from closer
channels has a greater weight than ACI from channels that are
farther away.

Two Types of Scans: Quick and Full
The AP does two types of scans during
bootup: first a quick scan and then a full
scan. A quick scan is similar to a full scan
in that it scans every channel, but it does
so every second (or 1/3 the time of a full
scan) to gain an approximate
measurement of the RF environment.
A full scan is when an AP listens for
beacons on one channel for 3 seconds,
switches to another channel and listens
there for 3 seconds, and continues on
through the entire band. Because the 5
GHz band has more channels, the scan
process naturally takes longer there.
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•

RSSI – The AP considers the signal strength of all the RF devices in the area.

•

DFS channels – Initially the AP does not assign any additional weight to a DFS channel to favor the selection
of a non-DFS channel. However, if the AP detects radar on a DFS channel, it temporarily assigns additional
weight to it to increase its cost. If the AP does not detect any more radar on the channel, the AP gradually
returns the added weight to 0 after three days.

3a. Listen – The radio listens to hive neighbors’ beacons on its chosen channel to check if any neighboring hive
members are already using it. If the radio detects beacons from them, it gathers the following data from their
Aerohive proprietary IEs (information elements) and uses them for channel evaluation:
•

ACSP state

•

SSID

•

Hive ID

•

Channel selection

•

Radio parameters

If the AP determines that the current channel is not a good choice, it returns to the scan state and begins
doing full scans again. An AP can go through a maximum of 6 full scan/listen loops before settling on a channel.
or
3b. Listen_DFS – If the radio chooses a DFS channel, it performs a CAC (channel availability check) to detect any
radar before it begins transmitting on that channel. If it detects radar, the radio returns to the Scan state.
4.

Enable – If the AP determines that its channel choice is good, it starts broadcasting beacons on that channel
and can now start responding to probe requests and association requests.

Note: There is one other state a radio can be in if it is shut down or if its channel is manually set: Disable.
A radio progresses through these four ACSP states at bootup:

The next time an AP boots up, it passes through these states again to select a channel unless you have enabled the
ACSP last-selection feature in its radio profiles. When this feature is enabled, the AP saves its last channel and power
settings before it reboots. It then uses the previously saved settings when it boots up to select a channel and power
level immediately, bypassing the normal initial ACSP procedure. By reusing the last known workable channel and
power settings, the AP accelerates the time it takes to resume providing wireless service.
Note: This mechanism only sets the initial channel and power level, which are still subject to environmental triggers
such as high co-channel interference that could cause the AP to rescan and select a different channel during run
time. Similarly power could also be dynamically readjusted to another value.
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Channel Separation for Dual 5 GHz Radios
When you enable ACSP on an AP with dual 5 GHz radios, the AP selects channels whose central frequencies are separated
by at least three times the width of the wider of the two channels. For example, if radio 1 is set to broadcast on a channel
that is 20 MHz wide and radio 2 on one that is 40 MHz wide, the AP would choose two channels whose central frequencies
are at least 120 MHz apart from one another. If radio 1 is on channel 36 (central frequency 5180 MHz) and DFS channels are
enabled, then the channel for radio 2 can be 60 (central frequency is 5300 MHz). If DFS channels are disabled, then the first
40-MHz wide channel in U-NII-3 can be used: channel 149.
In the FCC region not only must the central frequencies of the two channels be separated by at least three times the width
of the wider channel, but they must not be in the same U-NII (Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure) range. There
are four ranges:
•

U-NII-1 5.150 - 5.250 GHz, channels 36-48

•

U-NII-2A 5.250 - 5.350 GHz, channels 52-64

•

U-NII-2C 5.470 - 5.725 GHz, channels 100-144

•

U-NII-3 5.725 - 5.850 GHz, channels 149-165

For example, if radio 1 is on channel 100 (U-NII-2C) and is 20 MHz wide and radio 2 is 40 MHz wide, radio 2 will not selected
any channels in UNII-2C even though channels 132, 136, and 140 are outside the "3 times maximum channel width" range
from radio 1.
APs with dual 5 GHz radios enforce this channel separation regardless of the context in which ACSP is triggered–at bootup,
during run time, or during scheduled re-evaluations.
Even if you disable ACSP and set static channels, HiveOS still enforces channel separation. If you try to set static channels
that violate regional channel separation regulations, HiveOS will reject it.

Backhaul Channel Selection during Bootup
When an AP is a mesh point and has a wireless interface in backhaul mode, it must find a nearby portal with which
it can form a mesh link. A mesh point also performs a quick scan and full scan on its radio in backhaul mode, but it
gathers different information than it does when it is in access mode:
•

Is the AP an Aerohive device?

•

Is it in the same hive?

•

Is it a portal?

•

What is the channel cost in terms of channel utilization, CRC errors, interference, signal strength (RSSI), and DFS?

•

If it is a mesh point, how many hops away is it from the nearest portal?

If the mesh point finds several nearby portals in the same hive, it chooses the one whose channel has the lowest
cost. When the mesh point settles on a portal, it bypasses the listen state and progresses directly from the scan state
to the enable state.

Transmit Power Selection during Bootup
After an AP selects channels, it then sets its Tx (transmit) power. During the channel selection process, the radio is at
full transmit power (20 dBm by default, but could be less depending on local regulations). For radios in access
mode, the AP next performs background scanning and calculates CCI and ACI. It also draws from the data
gathered earlier during the channel selection process and the number of hive neighbors and, to a lesser degree,
non-hive neighbors that it detects on its selected channel. Essentially, the closer the neighbors are on that channel,
the greater the backoff might be. Based on this input, the AP decides if it needs to lower its power. If so, the AP can
lower it up to its maximum power drop (18 dB by default) or as low as its fixed power floor (5 dBm by default),
whichever is higher. For example, if a radio starts at 20 dBm, the AP might lower power by just 3 dB and continue
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transmitting at 17 dBm. On the other hand, if an AP determines it must drastically lower its power, it might apply the
full 18-dB backoff and transmit at 2 dBm (if the power floor had already been changed from its default setting of 5
dBm to 2 dBm). In addition to the maximum power drop, which defines a minimum power level in relation to a
maximum, the power floor is a fixed setting. The radio will not reduce its power below the higher of these two
settings. From HiveOS 6.6r1, the maximum power drop and power floor values are configurable through the CLI:
radio profile <string> acsp power-maxdrop <number> (Default: 18; Range: 0-18 dB)
radio profile <string> acsp power-floor <number> (Default: 5 dBm; Range: 2-20 dBm)

The original maximum power drop default was 9 dB and had a range of 0-20 dB. In HiveOS 8.1r1, the settings
changed to an 18 dB default and a range of 0-18 dB.
Note: ACSP does not include an automatic power selection process for radios in backhaul mode. They always
transmit at maximum power unless you manually lower it.
Transmit Power Levels
There are several transmit power limits and controls. Some limits are imposed by regulatory agencies and chip vendor while
related settings can be done manually by the admin or dynamically through ACSP. The following summarizes various Tx
power limits, settings, and displays:
Maximum allowed transmit power per regulatory agency – You can see a list of regulatory Tx power limits in mW per channel
per country on this website:
https://w.wol.ph/2015/08/28/maximum-wifi-transmission-power-country/
Note: Although the website lists maximum allowed Tx power limits in terms of total power, the following three limits and
actual Tx power are for individual radio chains, excluding antenna gain.
HiveOS/Board Limit and HiveOS Regulatory Limit – These limits are defined by Broadcom/Aerohive as the maximum Tx power
the board can provide given the channel, modulation type, and other factors. For example, to see the limit for the radio
linked to the wifi1 interface, enter this command:
show interface wifi1 | include board
OFDM 40Mhz power: Board limit=20dBm; Regulatory limit=14dBm

ACSP Maximum Transmit Power – Defined by an admin within a radio profile, this is the maximum power at which the radio
can transmit. It cannot exceed the HiveOS/board limit.
show radio profile 11ac-RP | include "tx power"
Max ACSP tx power=20dBm

Actual Transmit Power – The actual Tx power is either set manually or determined by ACSP based on channel, channel
width, and the number of spatial streams. It must meet the following parameters:
•
•
•

It cannot exceed the ACSP maximum Tx power level.
It cannot be lower than the ACSP maximum Tx power minus the ACSP maximum power drop (default 18 dB).
It must be higher than ACSP power floor (default 5 dBm).

The actual transmit power is what HiveManager displays in the Wifi0 and Wifi1 Power columns on the Monitor > Devices
pages in HiveManager Classic and HiveManager NG. You can also see it by entering the following CLI command:
show acsp
Interface Channel select state Primary channel
--------- -------------------- --------------There is no ACSP information for radio (wifi0)
Wifi1
Disable(User disable) 100*

Channel width Power ctrl state Tx power(dbm) Use Last Selection
------------- ---------------- ------------- -----------------in sensor mode.
40
Enable
14
Channel:No Power:No

Note: Not every frame is sent at this power level.
show interface wifi1 | include EIRP
EIRP=Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (Transmit Power + Max Antenna Gain + Max TX Chains Gain);
Freq(Chan)=5500Mhz(100*); EIRP power=24.77dBm(14dBm + 6.00dBi + 4.77dBi); Diversity=enabled

ACSP Power Floor and ACSP Maximum Power Drop – These control the lowest Tx power for a radio. You can set and view
them in radio profiles:
show radio profile 11ac-RP | include floor
Power floor=5dBm;Power max drop=18dB
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ACSP during Run Time
Aerohive APs can switch channels and adjust their Tx power levels dynamically based on detected changes in their
RF environment. Dynamically switching channels is enabled by default but is only recommended to be enabled on
APs with restraint. Dynamic power adjustments occur automatically in the background by default, although you
can disable it by setting a static power level.

Dynamically Switching Channels
HiveOS provides an option to switch channels dynamically if the levels of RF interference or CRC errors cross a
threshold, which is 25% by default but is configurable. When such an event occurs, the AP rescans and chooses
another channel, basing its choice on the same set of factors it used when it booted up. The AP then sends a CSA
(channel switch announcement) before switching to the new channel.

This option can be effective if used sparingly, not on all hive members but on a select few. For example, you might
enable it on an AP by a breakroom where there is a lot of RF interference from microwave ovens. If that single AP
changes its channel to avoid nearby interference, it can then resume serving clients on its new channel. However, it
might choose a channel that overlaps with a second nearby AP, resulting in a higher noise floor and increased
medium contention for them both. Now if this option were also enabled on the second AP, the co-channel
interference and higher noise floor it experiences could cause one of its thresholds to be exceeded, triggering it to
change channels as well. Its new channel selection might conflict with a third AP and so on as the cycle repeats
from AP to AP, creating a ripple effect throughout the hive. To avoid this from happening, it is recommended to
restrict dynamically changing channels only to the few APs that might need to make a switch rather than enabling
it on all hive members.
Note: Radios in either access or backhaul mode can switch channels based on RF interference or CRC error
thresholds.

DFS and Background Scanning
If an AP is on a DFS channel, it will not do any off-channel scanning because it must be constantly vigilant for radar.
If it detects radar, it immediately sends a CSA to all its clients to switch to a different, randomly selected channel
and then switches to that channel itself. The AP then uses its quick and full scan results from its initial bootup to make
another channel selection. If it selects a different channel from the one it randomly switched to, it sends another
CSA and switches to that channel.
If an AP is on a non-DFS channel, it will scan all channels, including DFS channels
Note: When scanning DFS channels, Aerohive APs use passive scanning; that is, they listen for beacon frames. When
scanning non-DFS channels, they do either passive or active scanning. (To do active scanning, APs send null probe
requests and listen for probe responses.) The regulatory domain for which they are configured determines the
scanning technique they use. Whether an AP is actively or passively scanning channels, the dwell time spent
scanning a channel is 10 ms (milliseconds) for Broadcom-based AP platforms and 20 ms for Qualcomm.
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Full Channel Scan Interval - Broadcom vs. Qualcomm AP Platforms
For Broadcom-based APs, the full channel scan interval (default: 10 minutes; range: 1 – 1440 minutes) does not really control
the interval between complete scans of all available channels. Because APs must constantly update information about their
neighbors, they do not suspend scanning between the time they finish a complete scan and the time the full channel scan
interval elapses. Instead, they continue scanning channels. What this setting really controls is the interval between individual
channel scans.
If the full scan interval is

The interval between individual channel scans is

1 – 10 minutes

5 seconds

11 – 100 minutes

10 seconds

101 – 500 minutes

40 seconds

501 – 1000 minutes

80 seconds

1001 – 1440 minutes

120 seconds

For Qualcomm-based APs, the full channel scan interval does indeed define the length of time between each complete
scan. An AP goes off its home channel and scans a different channel for 20 ms. It then returns to its home channel for at
least 200 ms before scanning the next channel. (The interval between individual channel scans can be from 200 to 300 ms
depending on when the transmit queue is empty. An AP will not switch channels to do background scanning if it has
anything waiting to be transmitted.) When it completes a full channel scan, it then stays on its home channel until the full
channel scan interval elapses. At that time it begins another full channel scan.
Note: All APs and BRs released before the AP230 are based on Qualcomm, and the AP230 and all APs after it are based on
Broadcom.

You can ensure PCI compliance by putting an AP in sensor mode on a non-DFS channel in the 5 GHz band to do
rogue detection. You can also ensure PCI compliance by disabling DFS on some APs distributed throughout the site,
so that they can scan all channels in the 5 GHz band.
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Dynamically Adjusting Transmit Power
All APs evaluate their Tx power levels every five minutes. If one hive member no longer detects beacons from an
ACSP neighbor, possibly because it went offline, the AP can then raise its power level if it has room to do so before
exceeding the regulated maximum. In this way, hive members can automatically detect coverage holes and
increase power to fill them. On the other hand, if an AP suddenly detects that another hive member has started
broadcasting nearby (maybe the other AP came back online or a new one did), then it might lower its power level.
Similarly to how an AP determines its power during bootup, it considers its recent background scan results and the
number of ACSP neighbors it detects when readjusting its power level.

ACSP at Scheduled Re-evaluations
During bootup, the APs determined their channels and power levels themselves. However, during scheduled reevaluation periods, a hive member acting as an arbiter is used to determine channels and power levels. (This is the
Channel Auto Selection setting on the radio profiles page.)
Note: The re-evaluation period only applies to radios in access mode.
Throughout the day, APs with radios on non-DFS channels
perform background scanning to gather wireless statistics about
all the active channels within radio range.
At the start of the scheduled re-evaluation period, all APs
perform a full channel scan. It does not matter whether they
have radios on non-DFS or DFS channels; they all perform a full
scan as part of the scheduled re-evaluation process.
Then the APs using non-DFS channels combine the data
collected from both types of scans and calculate which
channel is the clearest. The other APs use the data collected
from their full scans at the initial bootup and at the scheduled
re-evaluation for their calculations. The APs might opt to switch
channels or remain on the same one. In either case, they send
their data, channel request, and power level request to the hive
member functioning as their DA (designated AP). The DA acts
as arbiter for settling conflicting requests for channel and power
selections and makes the final determinations.

Designated Access Point
A DA (designated access point) acts as a sort of
information hub and decision-maker for all hive
members on the same management subnet. It
performs the following tasks:
•

Consolidates link state advertisements and
client loads from all hive members in its
subnet into one Ethernet broadcast

•

Selects APs to be GRE tunnel endpoints for
Layer 3 roaming

•

Selects which APs to mitigate detected rogue
APs and their clients

•

Selects RadSec proxy servers

•

Settles disputes about channel and power
requests during scheduled re-evaluations

